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Abstract: Synchrotron radiation computed tomography was applied to investigate Cu–Fe mixture
microwave sintering in situ and to examine the magnetic force between reversely magnetized
micro-metal particles in microwave sintering. Results revealed that the growth rate of the sintering
necks between Cu–Fe particles and Cu–Cu particles around the iron particles distributed in a vertical
direction was faster than that of the sintering necks in the horizontal direction. These phenomena
were consistent with the possible influence caused by the magnetic force between metal particles,
as shown in our simple particle model. The kinetic curves of sintering neck growth along the vertical
and horizontal directions quantitatively revealed the difference in growth rates. The contributing
factors of magnetic force in microwave sintering were subsequently discussed. The volume of iron
particles was proportional to the influence of magnetic force, and their shape elicited a remarkable
influence based on demagnetization effects. This study provided a useful basis for microwave
sintering mechanisms and anisotropic material preparation.
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1. Introduction

Microwave sintering is a novel material preparation method [1–4] preferred over conventional
sintering because of special advantages, including high heating rate, overall and even heating,
and material microstructure improvement. Roy et al. [5] confirmed that the modulus of Fe–Ni
rupture is 60% higher than that of conventional specimens after 10–30 min of microwave treatment.
The excellent advantages of microwave sintering are attributed to the unique driving force caused
by microwave electromagnetic field [6,7]. By comparison, conventional sintering is stimulated by
thermal field. Electromagnetic field elicits various non-thermal effects except microwave thermal
effect. Janney et al. [8] indicated that the activation energy is lower in microwave sintering than in
conventional sintering. Electromagnetic field also influences mass diffusion during sintering [9,10].
Other theories, including crystallization enhancement [11] and polarization effects [12], have been
proposed. The effects of microwave electromagnetic-induced force should also be considered [13–15].
Although studies have been performed on the effects of force on microwave sintering for ceramics,
the effects of force on microwave sintering for metals, first developed in 1999 [5], have yet to be
fully described.

Metals are magnetized within a magnetic field, and a magnetic force exists between magnetized
objects. We aim to determine whether a force exists and influences microwave sintering for metals with
a micro particle size that is less than the wavelength of a microwave field. However, experiments are
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not easily performed through conventional techniques because of complex and extreme environments
characterized by electromagnetic radiation and high temperature in microwave sintering. Fortunately,
microstructure evolution during microwave sintering can be directly observed through synchrotron
radiation computed tomography (SR-CT). SR-CT is a novel testing technology that can achieve
non-destructive and real-time 3D observations in extreme environments, such as high or low
temperature, high pressure, and intense radiation. In sintering studies [16,17], SR-CT can continuously
obtain accurate experimental data regarding surface and internal 3D microstructure evolution without
interrupting the process and destroying the samples. Quantitative analysis can then be conducted on
the basis of SR-CT experimental data.

Copper and iron exhibit different magnetic properties. Cu–Fe particle microwave sintering was
conducted to examine the magnetic force between their reversely magnetized micro metal particles.
Microstructure evolution occurring inside the particles during sintering was observed in situ through
SR-CT. The influence of the local magnetic force between heterogeneous metal particles was discussed
on the basis of images showing microstructure evolution. A model based on the magnetic force between
magnetized particles was also proposed to predict the possible phenomenon. Local microstructure
evolution processes and sintering neck growth curves were determined. Our results revealed that
sintering necks around iron particles exhibited different growth rates at various directions. Our
experimental results were also consistent with the model prediction. Further observations in some
local regions with different iron particles showed that the volume of particles influences magnetic
force, and this finding was similar to those shown in macro objects. This work verified the influence
of magnetic force between reversely magnetized micro-metal particles in microwave sintering. This
work further provided insights into metal microwave sintering mechanisms and proposed possible
approaches to produce anisotropic materials.

2. Experiment and Results

A microwave sintering experiment was conducted on the BL13W1 beam line at the Shanghai
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF, Shanghai, China, a third-generation light source). The CCD
resolution was 0.33 µm per pixel. Pure copper powder and iron powder with an average diameter of
approximately 70 µm were used. Copper powder and iron powder (+170 to 270 mesh and −200 mesh,
respectively, from Alfa Aesar, Shanghai, China.) were mixed at volume ratios of 85% copper and
15% iron by ball milling and then loosely poured into a quartz capillary with an inner diameter of
approximately 0.3 mm and a height of approximately 10 mm. The initial relative density calculated
on the basis of SR-CT data was 49%. Some copper particles were fixed on the outer capillary surface
as marking points to easily locate the same region at different sintering times. A SiC susceptor was
used to preserve heat and to accelerate the increase in sample temperature because of the small
sample size and large space of the cavity chamber. The sample was subsequently introduced into
a single-model microwave cavity with an output power of 0–1.5 kW. The size of the resonator was
222 mm (length) × 109 mm (width) × 54 mm (height). The microwave electromagnetic field type can
be adjusted by using a short piston. The experimental system is shown in Figure 1.

The sample was set at the position with the maximum magnetic field. Temperature was measured
using an infrared thermometer. Nitrogen was used to create a protective atmosphere and avoid
oxidation. Projections were captured every 1.5◦ during the 180◦ or sample rotation. The X-ray
energy was 38 Kev and the exposure time was 500 ms. The temperature was measured by a
high-accuracy mono infrared thermometer (±0.3% accuracy, 250 ◦C–1800 ◦C, 0.9 emissivity; CTlaser
3M, Optris, Berlin, Germany). The curves of temperature and microwave power are shown in Figure 2.
The temperature was maintained below the Curie temperature of iron (770 ◦C) for several CT series
and then increased to 800 ◦C by adjusting the microwave power.
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Figure 2. Curve of temperature and microwave power.

The CT images were reconstructed using the Algebraic Filtered-Back-Projection and Total
Variation Minimization (AFBP-TVM) sparse algorithm [18]. The slices were stacked into 3D images
and visualized in Volume Graphics (VG). The three-dimensional microstructure evolution process
obtained by SR-CT is shown in Figure 3. Sintering phenomena including pore shrinkage, sintering
neck growth and sample densification were observed. Our discussions were based on two-dimensional
slices to describe the inside microstructure.
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Figure 3. 3D images of the microstructure at different sintering times.

3. Discussion

In this section, the magnetic force between micro particles in microwave sintering process
was discussed on the basis of actual experiment results. A simple model was used to speculate
possible phenomena, and corresponding phenomena were extracted from the CT images to verify the
mode. The influencing parameters of the magnetic force effect were described on the basis of direct
experimental phenomena and quantitative statistical analysis.

3.1. Discussion on the Influence of Magnetic Force between Reversely Magnetized Micro Metal Particles in
Microwave Sintering

If the magnetic force between micro metal particles affects microwave sintering, special sintering
phenomena compared with conventional sintering likely occurred. The magnetic susceptibility of
iron is significantly larger than that of copper. Hence, we focused on the regions around the iron
particles in the sample. Coupled particles of Cu–Fe and Cu–Cu–Fe are produced after iron particles
are introduced, and two-dimensional images of the regions containing these coupled particles are
extracted and shown in the following.

A simple model comprising Cu–Fe coupled particles is proposed to speculate possible phenomena.
Iron is ferromagnetic and copper is diamagnetic and the magnetization direction of the two particles is
opposite from each other. The magnetic force between them is further discussed in two typical relative
positions of the particles and magnetic field. When the magnetic field direction is perpendicular with
the line of two particles’ centers, attractive force exists as shown in Figure 4a. When the magnetic field
direction is parallel with the line of two particle centers, the magnetic force would be repulsive as
Figure 4b shows. However, the magnitude of magnetic force varies inversely with the square of the
distance, represented by D in Figure 4, hence the repulsive force is stronger than the attractive force.
Although both attractive and repulsive forces are quite small because of the magnetic susceptibility of
copper, the function of this force on a micro-scale is yet to be determined. According to this model,
the sintering neck growth around iron particles might be influenced by the magnetic force.
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is large, but the sintering neck grew obviously large. On the contrary, no neck was found between 

iron and copper particles on both sides, although the initial distance between these particles was 

Figure 4. Schematic of magnetic force between particles. The magnetic field direction is perpendicular
(a) and parallel (b) with the line of two particles’ centers.

The position of the sample in the microwave field during actual sintering is shown in Figure 5.
The sample was placed in the region with the maximum magnetic field by adjusting the short piston.
The local microwave magnetic field around several particles could be regarded as uniform because
particle size was smaller than the microwave wavelength. As the sample rotated when the CT
images were captured, the relative direction between the magnetic field and particles changed.
This observation differed among particles arranged in vertical and horizontal directions.
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Figure 5. Sample position in the microwave magnetic field.

The position of the microwave magnetic field and particles was similar to that shown in Figure 4a
when Cu–Fe coupled particles were arranged in the vertical direction. An attractive force occurred
between Cu–Fe particles, and the sintering neck growth rate was improved. Conversely, the relative
position of the microwave magnetic field and particles was altered when Cu–Fe coupled particles were
arranged in the horizontal direction because the sample rotated when the CT images were captured.
A repulsive force occurred when the position was similar to that in Figure 4a, whereas an attractive
force was observed when the position was similar to that illustrated in Figure 4b. The repulsive force
was stronger than the attractive force because of the difference in the distance between the equivalent
magnetic poles of the particles. Hence, the sintering neck between Cu–Fe particles arranged in the
horizontal direction was restrained as a whole.

Some local regions in the sample containing Cu–Fe coupled particles are extracted and depicted
in the next figures. In Figure 6, several spherical copper particles surround an irregular iron particle.
According to analysis, the sintering neck growth in the vertical direction would improve while the
sintering neck growth in the horizontal direction would be restrained. As Figure 6 shows, the initial
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distance between the irregular iron particle in the rectangle and the spherical copper particle above
is large, but the sintering neck grew obviously large. On the contrary, no neck was found between
iron and copper particles on both sides, although the initial distance between these particles was
short. From the microstructure evolution, iron particles would improve the sintering process in the
vertical direction and restrain it in the horizontal direction because of the magnetic force between
Cu–Fe coupled particles.
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Figure 6. Local microstructure evolution of Cu–Fe necks in the vertical direction at different sintering
times. Enlarged view of the coupled particles in vertical direction (a) and horizontal direction (b).

Furthermore, the influence of the magnetic force on Cu–Cu necks around iron particles can also
be easily inferred based on the model above. When the coupled particles are arranged in a vertical
direction, both copper particles would suffer from the attractive force of iron particles, thus resulting in
improved sintering neck growth between the two copper particles. A region in the sample containing
Cu–Cu necks around iron particles is extracted and shown in Figure 7. Iron particles surround the
sintering necks in the red panes, whereas no iron particle was found around the region in the circle.
The sintering necks in the red panes had already formed. No neck was generated in the circle in the
17th min. In the 27th min, the sintering necks grew obviously larger than that in the circle.
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, model XL30 ESEM-TMP, Philips, Amsterdam, The Netherlands)
was also performed to verify the SR-CT images. The sample we used for SR-CT was powder-piled in a
tiny quartz capillary. Extracting the sample completely is difficult when the capillary is broken. Hence,
another sample that is relatively larger is prepared for the SEM experiments. The larger sample was
sintered under the same condition and parameters. Similar phenomena can also be observed from
SEM images of material section. In Figure 8, the anisotropic neck growth can be clearly observed.
The sintering neck growth in the vertical direction marked with red panes is significantly faster than
those in the other direction marked with blue panes. The SEM images of material sections agree well
with the internal microstructure of SR-CT results.
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Figure 8. SEM images of two different regions of material in (a) and (b) respectively.

The curve of the sintering neck area of the sample is extracted to analyze the influence of the
magnetic force between iron and copper micro particles. A watershed algorithm was used to obtain
the morphological parameters [19]. The sintering neck between two particles can be distinguished
and the size of sintering neck can be counted. The result is shown in Figure 9. The red line stands for
the average projecting size of sintering necks in the vertical direction, and the black line stands for
the average projecting size of sintering necks in the horizontal direction. The blue line showed the
vertical sintering neck growth in a selected local region with several small iron particles to avoid iron
particle influence. In the early stage, the three curves showed a similar slope, which indicated that the
sintering neck growth rates are similar because of the slow evolution at a low temperature. Second,
in the intermediate period, the slopes became different and the growth rates in the vertical direction
shown by red and blue were both faster than that in the horizontal direction. This phenomenon is
caused by gravity and possible magnetic force. Third, the slope of the red curve was larger than the
slope of the blue curve, indicating that the region with iron particles had a faster growth rate than the
region with no iron particles. This phenomenon can be clearly attributed to the influence of magnetic
force between iron and copper particles rather than gravity. In the final stage of sintering, sintering
neck growth would slow down and when the temperature is higher than the Curie point of iron,
the magnetic susceptibility of iron became much lower. The magnetic force can be ignored at this high
temperature. Hence, the neck growth rates in different directions became similar again.
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Figure 9. Sintering neck growth curves in different directions in different regions.

3.2. Effect Parameters of the Magnetic Force Influence

First, the magnitude of magnetic force of a magnetic pole is given as
→
F = (

→
m×

→
B), where

→
m is

the vector sum of magnetic dipole moment of the particle. Hence,
→
m = V ×

→
M,
→
M is magnetic intensity

that represents the vector sum of molecular magnetic moment in per unit volume, and V stands for
volume [20]. The magnetic force between particles is proportional to particle volume, the magnetic
force would be stronger around bigger iron particles, and the improvement or restraint would also be
stronger. To verify this speculation, we extracted a series of regions containing iron particles of different
volume. All the iron and copper particles were arranged in the horizontal direction. Figure 10a shows
no iron particles; hence, the sintering neck formed the earliest without repulsive force of the iron
particle. In Figure 10b,c, the volume of iron particles became increasingly larger, and the sintering
necks around the iron particles subsequently formed. In Figure 10b, a small iron particle is found
near the two copper particles, and the sintering neck formed at the 23th min, while the sintering neck
formed at the 27th min in Figure 10c was surrounded by a large iron particle.

These three regions were quantitatively analyzed. Figure 11 shows the different sintering neck
growth curves in these regions. In region a without iron particles, the sintering neck growth accelerated
early at about the 14th min and quickly reached the final sintering stage at the 23rd min. In region
c with a large iron particle, the sintering neck growth was slow before the 27th min because of the
restraint caused by magnetic force. When the temperature increased beyond the Curie point of iron
and the magnetic force disappeared, the neck growth became extremely fast. In Figure 10b, the volume
of iron particles is intermediate between regions a and c. Hence, the neck growth curve also fell
between them.

Second, particle shape possibly influenced the magnetic force between particles when the
demagnetizing field was considered. A demagnetization field was observed when a specimen
was magnetized by an external magnetic field. The demagnetization field can be expressed as
→
Hd = −N ×

→
M, where N stands for the demagnetization factor, which is related to shape. N is

large when a spindly particle is magnetized through the short axis direction; conversely, N is small
when the particle is magnetized through the long axis direction [21]. Hence, the magnetic force
between the tip of the iron particle and the copper particle would be stronger while the magnetic force
between the side edges of iron and copper particles would be smaller. Two local regions are further
discussed. Figure 12a shows the local region in Figure 10c more clearly. The Cu–Cu sintering necks in
the red and blue panes were near the side edge and tip of an iron particle, respectively. The sintering
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neck in the red pane grew obviously larger than that in the blue pane at the same sintering time.
Similarly in Figure 12b, Fe–Cu sintering necks were found at the side edge and the tip of an iron
particle. The sintering neck in the red pane near the side edge of the iron particles was larger than that
in the blue pane near the tip of iron particles. Table 1 shows the neck growth and curvature of the
corresponding parts of the iron particles. The sintering neck growth near sharp iron particles is larger
than those near obtuse iron particles in the horizontal direction. These experimental images agree well
with the possible phenomena speculated from the demagnetization effect of micro metal particles in
microwave sintering.Metals 2017, 7, 47 9 of 12 
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Table 1. Iron particles’ curvature and neck growth in the local regions.

Region Curvature/Pixel Neck Growth/Pixel

A1 12 23
A2 353 50
B1 14 24
B2 391 73

4. Conclusions

The magnetic force between reversely magnetized micro metal particles in microwave sintering
was investigated. SR-CT was applied to observe microstructure evolution in situ. Iron particles
improve and restrain the sintering neck growth in vertical and horizontal directions, respectively.
This special phenomenon confirmed that the attractive and repulsive forces between Cu–Fe particles
influenced the sintering neck growth. The kinetic curves were also consistent with the magnetic
force model. On the basis of a series of microstructure evolution images, we confirmed that the
volume of iron particles was proportional to the influence on sintering neck growth. The shape of iron
particles also influenced the local magnetic force between iron particles. The influence of magnetic
force might result in non-uniform densification in vertical and horizontal directions in microwave
sintering. This study could be used as a reference for anisotropic material preparation.
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